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"This new edition of Active Portfolio Management continues the standard of excellence
established in the first edition, with new and clear insights to help investment professionals."-
William E. Jacques, Partner and Chief Investment Officer, Martingale Asset Management."Active
Portfolio Management offers investors an opportunity to better understand the balance between
manager skill and portfolio risk. Both fundamental and quantitative investment managers will
benefit from studying this updated edition by Grinold and Kahn."-Scott Stewart, Portfolio
Manager, Fidelity Select Equity ® DisciplineCo-Manager, Fidelity Freedom ® Funds."This
Second edition will not remain on the shelf, but will be continually referenced by both novice and
expert. There is a substantial expansion in both depth and breadth on the original. It clearly and
concisely explains all aspects of the foundations and the latest thinking in active portfolio
management."-Eric N. Remole, Managing Director, Head of Global Structured Equity, Credit
Suisse Asset Management.Mathematically rigorous and meticulously organized, Active Portfolio
Management broke new ground when it first became available to investment managers in 1994.
By outlining an innovative process to uncover raw signals of asset returns, develop them into
refined forecasts, then use those forecasts to construct portfolios of exceptional return and
minimal risk, i.e., portfolios that consistently beat the market, this hallmark book helped
thousands of investment managers. Active Portfolio Management, Second Edition, now sets the
bar even higher. Like its predecessor, this volume details how to apply economics,
econometrics, and operations research to solving practical investment problems, and
uncovering superior profit opportunities. It outlines an active management framework that begins
with a benchmark portfolio, then defines exceptional returns as they relate to that benchmark.
Beyond the comprehensive treatment of the active management process covered previously,
this new edition expands to cover asset allocation, long/short investing, information horizons,
and other topics relevant today. It revisits a number of discussions from the first edition,
shedding new light on some of today's most pressing issues, including risk, dispersion, market
impact, and performance analysis, while providing empirical evidence where appropriate. The
result is an updated, comprehensive set of strategic concepts and rules of thumb for guiding the
process of-and increasing the profits from-active investment management.

From the PublisherRichard C. Grinold, Ph.D., is Managing Director, Advanced Strategies and
Research at Barclays Global Investors. Dr. Grinold spent 14 years at BARRA, where he served
as Director of Research, Executive Vice President, and President; and 20 years on the faculty at
the School of Business Administration at the University of California, Berkeley, where he served
as the chairman of the finance faculty, chairman of the management science faculty, and director
of the Berkeley Program in Finance.Ronald N. Kahn, Ph.D., is Managing Director in the



Advanced Active Strategies Group at Barclays Global Investors. Dr. Kahn spent 11 years at
BARRA, including over seven years as Director of Research. He is on the editorial advisory
board of the Journal of Portfolio Management and the Journal of Investment Consulting.Both
authors have published extensively, and are widely known in the industry for their pioneering
work on risk models, portfolio optimization, and trading analysis; equity, fixed income, and
international investing; and quantitative approaches to active management.From the Back
CoverAn Innovative Approach to Portfolio Management. Blending the Most Profitable Aspects of
Analytical and Quantitative.Professional acclaim for Active Portfolio Management, 2nd edition.
"Active Portfolio Management is a unique reference for understanding the source of value-added
by a money manager. I am an enthusiastic supporter of the methodology used in the book, and I
highly recommend it to both the professional and academic communities."-Professor William N.
Goetzmann, Director, International Center for Finance, Yale University School of
Management."This edition of Active Portfolio Management continues the standard of excellence
established in the first edition, with new and clear insights to help investment professionals."-
William E. Jacques, Partner and Chief Investment Officer, Martingale Asset Management."Active
Portfolio Management offers investors an opportunity to better understand the balance between
manager skill and portfolio risk. Both fundamental and quantitative investment managers will
benefit from studying this updated edition by Grinold and Kahn."-Scott Stewart, Portfolio
Manager, Fidelity Select Equity (R) Discipline, Co-Manager, Fidelity Freedom (R) Funds."This
second edition will not remain on the shelf, but will be continually referenced byboth novice and
expert. There is a substantial expansion in both depth and breadth on the original. It clearly and
concisely explains all aspects of the foundations and the latest thinking in active portfolio
management."-Eric N. Remole, Managing Director, Head of Global Structured Equity, Credit
Suisse Asset Management."Active Portfolio Management, Second Edition, remains a readable
yet theoretically and mathematically rigorous book that one would expect from two such
distinguished authors. I heartily recommend this book to any practitioner who wants to refine his
or her knowledge of state-of-the-art quantitative money management or who would like a
straightforward reference to quickly answer those thorny theoretical questions that hit us now
and again."-Michael Even, Managing Director and Chief of Global Quantitative Analysis,
Citibank Global Asset Management."A more comprehensive examination of quantitative
techniques for portfolio management would be hard to find. Active Portfolio Management is an
outstanding treatise on the methods and techniques of measuring performance and risk control
that is both rigorous and understandable."-Jon A. Christopherson, Research Fellow, Frank
Russell Company.About the AuthorRichard C. Grinold, Ph.D., is Managing Director, Advanced
Strategies and Research at Barclays Global Investors. Dr. Grinold spent 14 years at BARRA,
where he served as Director of Research, Executive Vice President, and President; and 20
years on the faculty at the School of Business Administration at the University of California,
Berkeley, where he served as the chairman of the finance faculty, chairman of the management
science faculty, and director of the Berkeley Program in Finance.Ronald N. Kahn, Ph.D., is



Managing Director in the Advanced Active Strategies Group at Barclays Global Investors. Dr.
Kahn spent 11 years at BARRA, including over seven years as Director of Research. He is on
the editorial advisory board of the Journal of Portfolio Management and the Journal of
Investment Consulting.Both authors have published extensively, and are widely known in the
industry for their pioneering work on risk models, portfolio optimization, and trading analysis;
equity, fixed income, and international investing; and quantitative approaches to active
management.McGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are
dedicated to improving the lives, careers, and interests of readers worldwideRead more
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Scott C. Locklin, “My favorite book on portfolio theory. There's three basic categories of quants.
Structurers, risk managers and traders. Structurers don't need this book. They should go buy
Hull and be happy. Every risk manager and trader in the business needs this book. When I was
first introduced to this book, I figured it was more or less only for their money management
businessa manual for building Barclays Index Plus funds. That is what Grinold and Kahn do for a
living, and they probably wrote the book to have something to give to dumb pupils who don't
know anything. The book certainly covers some of the details and models used in money
management tasks. However, this book is a lot more than that. They didn't write a book about
specific investment instances that come up. They write a book which generalizes well to all fields
involving information under uncertainty. They don't talk much about futures or options; this really
is about equities, but if you're trading in those other markets, you still need this book.Yes, you
actually do need some calculus and linear algebra to read the book. It's written for people who
understand math; it's a book on *quantitative* finance -not "seat of pants" trading. Even if you
skip the mathematics (and most of the heavy stuff is kept neatly tucked away in appendices, so
as not to frighten the MBAs and small children), you're likely to get something out of it: at least
you'll have a vague idea of what the propeller heads in the white laboratory jackets are up to.
What I find most remarkable about the book is how it rewards upon rereadings. Got a trading
problem? There is probably a section in this book which relates to it. When I'm banging my head
on a problem, and getting no joy from the google machine, Grinold and Kahn's book often has
something which at least points me to the answer. This is a remarkable quality, as the book
really was, as far as I can tell, written to help out with the kinds of tasks they face at BGI.If you're
a former physics nerd, the classic physics book it most resembles for me is the Landau & L.
(amazon won't let me say the other guy's name) book on classical mechanics. The clarity and
density of G&K's book very much resemble L&L. Like L&L, it can be used as a first text on this
sort of thing. You may prefer to get your basics elsewhere; I liked learning mechanics from
Goldstein for example, but once I knew my p's and q's, I tossed Goldstein and just read L&L
when I needed professional insight. G&K is like this; theirs is the book that you'll keep around as
a reference once you have a handle on the basics whether you learn the basics from them or
not.Personally, I would have liked a little more meat on non-parametric statistics, maybe some
overarching Bayesian framework and some ideas on backtesting, a la bootstrap resampling, but
it would probably change the tenor of the book and reduce its utility for what they do at work.
Still, they'll probably read this review, and if they take requests, that's mine.”

Marsalt, “Four Stars. I bought it for a present”

Pablo Sandler, “Practical approach and mathematically rigorous at the same time. Excellent
book for whom is looking for a practical approach that at the same time is presented through a



rigorous mathematical methodology. The book is absolutely superior over the academic
textbooks that usually limit themselves to CAPM and efficient market theory. Grinold and Kahn
go much forward and at the same time had managed to clearly and meticulously show the
CAPM model, its limitations and the more sophisticated tools developed from it. Beside of
showing the active way of managing a portfolio, the serious mathematical presentations through
which the different theories such as CAPM are described are very convincing of how difficult it
could be to beat the market.”

CorMag, “Aus der Praxis für die Praxis. IMHO wird in der Finanzmathematik keine "Theorie" so
häufig falsch verstanden wie die Modern Portfolio Theorie (MPT). Wobei das "Modern" immer
alberner wird, bedenkt man mal wie alt die dazugehörigen Veröffentlichungen sind.Die Idee ist
immer die selbe: man hat einen gewissen Anlagehorizont und bewertet jedes mögliches "Asset"
bzgl zweier Kriterien:- risk-return.Der Returrn eines Portfolios ist einfach nur die ateilig
gewichtete Summe der einzelnen Returns der Assets im Portfolio. Das Risiko kann aber, bei
günstigen Abhängigkeitsverhältnissen (ich wähle bewußt NICHT das Wort Korrelation), geringer
sein als die Summe der Einzelrisiken.Die Große Frage ist nun: wie erstelle ich nun ein Portfolio
mit maximalem Return (oder minimalem Risiko) bei gegebem Risiko (bzw Return) und gegebenr
Budgerestriktion ( mein Kapital)? Hier kann man eine ganze Menge Mathematik zum Einsatz
bringen. Man kann dies sinnvoll oder weniger sinnvoll tun. Das klassische MPT ist erstmal nicht
sinnvoll. Weder kent man den Return der assets noch die Korrelation, noch ist es sinnvoll die
Abhängigkeit zwingend nur in Korrelationen zu messen. Hier gibt es aber Erweiterungen des
klassischen Ansatzes.Das Problem ist: Ökonomen mögen das nicht, wenn man Sachen einfach
mal so macht, weil Sie funktionieren könnten und sinnvoll erscheinen. Warum trifft der
"repräsentative Investor" (soll heißen...sind alle gleich, damit man nacher auch schön
aggregieren kann:) ) seine Entscheidung nur an zwei Kennzahlen fest? Der "muss" doch auch
eine Nutzenfunktion haben?Um die MPT in ein "theoretisch in sich schlüssiges" Modell zu
überführen, werden ein Haufen unrealistischer Annahmen getroffen (nur zwei
Zeitpunkte...Normal Verteilte Returns oder Quadratische Nutzenfunktion ...beides Schmarn,
aber so kann man "rechtfertigen" das der Investor sich nur auf den Erwartungswert und die
Standardabweichung zu seiner Entscheidung heranzieht)...die in letzter Konsequenz im CAPM
münden. Das CAPM brauch keiner. Das Modell ist unrealistisch und ist an sich für jeden
Praktiker wertlos (es versucht auch nicht für irgendwen wervoll zu sein....)Das macht den
ursprünglichen Ansatz der Portfolio Theorie aber NICHT auch sinnlos, denn echtes "AKTIVES"
Porfolio Management entspringt eher dem "Treynor Black Model". Ziel ist es ja eine Überrendite
(mehr als der Marktdurchschnitt) zu erwirtschaften. Und obwohl dieses Buch mit einem Kapitel
über das CAPM beginnt, befasst es sich doch im wesentlichen mit den praktischen Problemen
des Portolio-Mangements (Forecasting, Parameterschätzung, Transaktionskosten, "Valuation in
Theorie und Praxis).Kapitel 17 über Performance Bewertung (wnn war man denn nun
"gut")Kapitel 18 über Asset Allocation ist besonders enpfehlenswert.Es sei noch darauf



hingewiesen, das es noch wesentlich robustere Methoden gibt, sein Portfolio zu
Optimieren....die werden dann mathematisch etwas komplizierter...in der Anwendung aber
einfachere.Empfohlen sei hier :
  
  
Robust Portfolio Optimization and Management (Frank J. Fabozzi)”

Renton, “Very good book. Active Portfolio Management is a very good book for who wants to
study active management. It's quite straight forward but if you never heard about portfolio
management or hedge funds be ready to spend a lot of time googleing. Unless you really want
to go deep into formulas you won't need a solid math base, but I've found having it quite useful.”

The book by Rafi Mohammed has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 57 people have provided feedback.
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